Introduction.
In this note we outline a proof of the following result. Details will appear elsewhere.
THEOREM. Let F -» E -> p B be a fibration with E and B 1-connected. H*(E\Z 2 ) and H*(B;Z 2 ) polynomial algebras infinitely many variables.
Suppose also that Sq n~1 (y) = 0 for all ye H n E. Then the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence with E 2 = Tor H * (B;Z2) (jFf*(E;Z 2 ), Z 2 ) and E r => H*(F;Z 2 ) collapses.
REMARKS. 1. The above applies very often to homogeneous spaces (take G/H ->BH-> BG).
2. For related results see e.g. [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . The main difference between our results and these earlier ones is that we do not have to impose conditions on the spaces, only on their cohomology.
3. Some evident generalizations (other coefficients, infinitely many generators for the polynomial algebras, fiber squares) are currently being worked out.
2. Outline of proof. Consider the category 8 §2I of differential graded algebras and shm maps, as defined in [7] (we impose some rather obvious extra normalization conditions). Write f:A=>B.
The category 91 of differential graded algebras and multiplicative maps is the full subcategory determined by the condition ƒ• = 0 for i > 1. Let I* be the normalized cochains on the semisimplicial 1-simplex. Define a homotopy (from ƒ to g) to be an shm map H:A=>B®I* such that There is the usual spectral sequence with E 2 = Tor(Hf ) and E r => Tor( ƒ ). As noted in [7] this Tor is functorial enough to get In [7] an she algebra is defined to be a pair (A, O) where Q>:A® A=> A has <!>! = «D^. It is noted that one has the iterates Q> n :A in) => A and that A (n) again becomes an she algebra in the obvious way. We shall further require that an she algebra have k is then a homology isomorphism a*:i/*X => C*X. Thus to prove our theorem we just need to show that
This comes about by looking at the following diagram :
F(H*E)-Z-+ G(H*E)
)^G((C**£) This proposition is proved by direct computation. Finally it is perhaps worth noting that Sq n~x enters the discussion because <J> 2 ((1 ® x) ® (y ® 1)) + 0 2 ((x ® 1) ® (1 ® y) ) is a perfectly good (J !-product in C*£.
